On September 5, APLU’s Council on Engagement & Outreach (CEO) and Commission on Innovation, Competitiveness and Economic Prosperity (CICEP) will launch a new policy paper to advance imperatives for the federal government and universities to be more effective in addressing five pressing national economic and community development objectives:

1. Build a thriving Rural America
2. Meet the demands for 21st Century talent through workforce development
3. Secure American leadership in advanced manufacturing
4. Stimulate and accelerate university-based innovation and entrepreneurship
5. Foster equitable, inclusive economic opportunity and mobility

Join APLU for the paper launch, fireside chat discussion and Q&A featuring CICEP Chair and Penn State University President Eric Barron and CEO Chair and Virginia Commonwealth University Vice Provost Cathy Howard and other thought leaders at the intersection of higher education and economic and social prosperity.
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RSVP today https://bit.ly/2ONSE0r

For more information, email Shalin Jyotishi at sjyotishi@aplu.org